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Myxoma virus (MYXV) is a novel oncolytic virus that has
been shown to replicate in pancreatic cancer cells, but
its efficacy in animal models of pancreatic cancer has not
been determined. The efficacy of MYXV as monotherapy
or in combination with gemcitabine was evaluated in
intraperitoneal dissemination (IPD) models of pancreatic cancer. The effects of an intact immune system on
the efficacy of MYXV therapy was tested by comparing
immunodeficient versus immunocompetent murine
models and combination therapy with gemcitabine
was also evaluated. In cell culture, MYXV replication
was robust in a broad range of pancreatic cancer cells
and also showed increased oncolysis in combination
with gemcitabine. In animal models, MYXV treatment
conferred survival benefits over control or gemcitabinetreated cohorts regardless of the cell line or animal
model used. MYXV monotherapy was most effective in
an immunocompetent IPD model, and resulted in 60%
long-term survivors. In Pan02 engrafted immunocompetent IPD models, sequential treatment in which MYXV
was administered first, followed by gemcitabine, was the
most effective and resulted in 100% long-term survivors.
MYXV is an effective oncolytic virus for pancreatic cancer and can be combined with gemcitabine to enhance
survival, particularly in the presence of an intact host
immune system.
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Introduction
Pancreatic cancer was reported as the fourth cause of cancer related
deaths in the United States in 2010 by the American Cancer Society.1
The prognosis for patients with pancreatic cancer remains poor
regardless of treatments. After initial diagnosis, only 6% of patients
survive past 5 years and most die within the first year. Most patients

are diagnosed at stages of locally advanced or metastatic disease
and even in cases when tumors are determined to be resectable, the
5-year survival rate is only 22%.1 The current treatments for pancreatic cancer are limited and usually consist of radiation and/or
chemotherapy with gemcitabine (Gemzar; Eli Lilly, Indianapolis,
IN), a nucleoside analog. Since its introduction in the late nineties, gemcitabine has been considered the standard of care for this
cancer, but provides only marginal survival benefits compared to
untreated patients.2–4 Resistance to gemcitabine and common chemotherapy agents is frequently a problem in pancreatic cancer5,6
and also contributes to poor prognosis. Clearly, new therapies or
new combination therapies with the currently approved drugs are
needed to efficiently treat and prolong the survival of these patients.
Unfortunately, most clinical trials exploring the use of gemcitabine
in combination with other drugs have failed to show any significant
added survival benefits over gemcitabine alone.7,8
Oncolytic virotherapy proposes the use of live viruses with
selective tropism for cancer cells as a novel anticancer therapeutic
approach for many types of cancers, including pancreatic cancer.9–13
In addition, many of these cancer-selective viruses or oncolytic
viruses (OVs) have the potential to be combined with currently
available therapies resulting in increased therapeutic benefits compared to single agent therapies in preclinical cancer models.14,15
Myxoma virus (MYXV) is a novel OV candidate with a selective
tropism for a wide spectrum of human cancer cells.16,17 MYXV is
a Leporipoxvirus with a very restrictive rabbit-specific tropism in
nature and is apathogenic and safe to all non-lagomorphs tested,
including mice, rats and humans18–22, thus supporting its potential
clinical use as an OV. In animal models, MYXV infects and provides therapeutic benefits in several animal cancer models including xenograft models of human gliomas, medulloblastomas and
rhabdoid tumors as well as immunocompetent murine melanoma
and racine glioma models.22–26 The molecular basis of MYXV
tropism in human cancer cells depends in part on the activation of
the cellular serine/threonine kinase Akt27–29 and to impaired innate
antiviral immune responses.30 Human pancreatic cancer cells have
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been reported to be susceptible to MYXV infection in vitro,31 but
its efficacy in animal models of pancreatic cancer in vivo has not
been previously studied.
In this report, we investigate the susceptibility of pancreatic
cancer cells to MYXV oncolysis in vitro as either a single agent
therapy or in combination with gemcitabine, the current standard
of care for pancreatic cancer patients. In addition, the efficacy of
MYXV virotherapy alone or in combination with gemcitabine
was determined in both immunodeficient and immunocompetent
murine models of pancreatic disseminated cancer.

Results
MYXV replicates in both murine and human
pancreatic cancer cells in vitro and in vivo
A panel of five pancreatic cancer cell lines (Panc-1, Hs766T,
AsPC-1, BxPC-3 and Pan02) was tested for their permissiveness
to MYXV infection. This panel included pancreatic cancer cell
lines with mutated K-ras, such as Panc-1, Hs766T and AsPC1 as
well as the BxPC3 cell line with a wildtype K-ras as reported by the
Sol Goldman Pancreatic Cancer Research Center at John Hopkins
(http://pathology2.jhu.edu/pancreas/geneticsweb/profiles.htm).
This panel also contained cell lines with different gemcitabine sensitivities, such as Hs766T which is highly resistant and Pan02 which
is highly sensitive to the drug (Figure 3b). Figure 1 showed that
MYXV productively infected and spread (albeit with varying efficiencies) in all the pancreatic cancer cell lines tested. Early and late
MYXV gene expression was observed in all infected cells tested such
as Pan02 and Hs766T (Figure 1a). MYXV also spread from cell-tocell in monolayers of pancreatic cancer cells as shown by an increase
in the percent of infected cells expressing MYXV-encoded green
fluorescent protein (GFP) with time (Figure 1b) and by the formation of viral foci (Figure 1c). MYXV was able to spread very robustly
in Pan02 cells where the percent of virally encoded GFP was similar
to that observed for cell lines of rabbit origin such as RK-13. In other
pancreatic cell lines such as Panc-1 and Hs766T MYXV spread was
less efficient. However even in these cell lines with slow MYXV
spread, (i.e., Hs766T), MYXV still formed foci by 4 days post infection (p.i.) (Figure 1c). When progeny virus yields were determined,
differences in the ability to produce infectious progeny virus were
also noted, but all cell lines were determined to be permissive for
MYXV replication (Figure 1d). Murine Pan02 cells were highly
permissive to MYXV replication. In this cell line MYXV achieved
high viral titers comparable to those obtained in rabbit RK-13 cells
with approximately a 3-log titer increase at 72 hours p.i. Other pancreatic cancer cell lines such as AsPC-1 and Hs766T were also permissive for MYXV infection with approximately a 2-log increase in
viral titer at 72 hours p.i. From the panel of cell lines tested, Panc-1
cells were the least susceptible. In this cell line, MYXV replicated but
achieved lower titers when compared to other cell lines (Figure 1d).
Taken together, these results show that productive MYXV replication occurs in a variety of different pancreatic cancer cells.
MYXV also disseminated in subcutaneous pancreatic tumors.
Subcutaneous Hs766T-derived tumors engrafted into immunodeficient nude mice and injected intra-tumorally (IT) with MYXV
expressing GFP (vMYX-GFP) stained positive for GFP expression
7 days after virus injection (Figure 1e). Subcutaneous Pan02derived tumors engrafted into C57Bl6 immunocompetent mice
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and injected IT with MYXV expressing tomato red fluorescent
protein (vMyx-tdTr) showed tdTr fluorescence 3 days after virus
injection (Figure 1e), but not at 7 days after virus injection (data
not shown), suggesting a transient replication of MYXV in immunocompetent animals.

MYXV infection reduces the viability of pancreatic
cancer cells in vitro
Colony forming assays (Figure 2a) and MTT assays (Figure 2b)
were used to determine if infection with MYXV resulted in
classic oncolysis of pancreatic cancer cells. The highly MYXVsusceptible murine cell line Pan02 as well as two less susceptible
human cell lines (Hs766T and Panc-1) were tested. Colony forming assays showed that infection with MYXV reduced the ability
of the cultured cells to divide and form colonies from individual
cells (Figure 2a). MTT assays on MYXV-infected cells, showed
between 40 and 60% reductions in cellular mitochondrial function when compared to mock treated cells. Of the three cell lines
tested Pan02 showed the greatest reduction in the percent of live
cells (~60%) compared to the other two cells lines, which showed
about a 40% reduction (Figure 2b). Thus, MYXV infection of cultured pancreatic cancer cells lead to significant reductions in cell
viability and suggests that MYXV treatment of these types of cancers may provide therapeutic benefits in vivo.
Effects of gemcitabine on MYXV replication and
virus-drug combination treatments in pancreatic
cancer cells in vitro
The potential use of MYXV in combination with gemcitabine may
provide a novel combination treatment of clinical interest. A dosedependent inhibitory effect on MYXV early gene expression (as
determined by GFP expression) in vitro was observed when cells
were infected in the presence of gemcitabine (Figure 3a), suggesting that treatments involving the simultaneous administration
of MYXV and gemcitabine may not be advantageous. Therefore,
combination treatments involving the sequential administration,
and not the simultaneous administration, of these two therapies
were evaluated in vitro.
To evaluate the potential use of MYXV as an adjuvant treatment for gemcitabine resistant tumors, we first determined the
relative gemcitabine susceptibility of the highly MYXV-susceptible
Pan02 cells and of the less permissive Hs766T cell line (Figure 3b).
As reported previously,32 Hs766T cells were highly resistant to
gemcitabine treatment. Even at high concentrations of the drug
(1 mmol/l) 60% of the cells were still viable by MTT assays. By
contrast, Pan02 cells were more sensitive to the drug when compared to Hs766T cells and concentrations of 100 nmol/l or higher
produced more than 80% cell death by MTT assays (Figure 3b).
After establishing the relative gemcitabine sensitivities of
these two cell lines, MYXV-induced oncolysis was compared in
these cell lines in combination with gemcitabine. For one combination treatment, cells were first treated with gemcitabine
followed by MYXV infection (G+V). A second combination
treatment was also compared in which MYXV infection was followed by gemcitabine treatment (V+G). For the resistant Hs766T
cell line, two concentrations of gemcitabine (10 and 100 μmol/l)
which do not show a dose-dependent decrease in the percent of
www.moleculartherapy.org vol. 20 no. 4 apr. 2012
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Figure 1 MYXV replicates in pancreatic cancer cells. (a) Pancreatic cancer cells infected with MYXV express early and late markers of viral gene
expression. Hs766T or Panc-1 cells were infected with vMyx-GFP at MOI 10 or vMyx-RFP at MOI 5. Fluorescence images and their respective bright
field images were taken 24 hours p.i. Bar = 250 µm. (b, c) MYXV spreads in monolayers of pancreatic cancer cells. (b) Cells were infected with
vMyx-GFP at MOI 0.1, collected at the indicated time points and analyzed by flow cytometry to determine the percent of infected GFP positive
cells. (c) Hs766T cells were infected with vMyx-GFP at MOI 0.1 and analyzed for GFP expression by direct fluorescence 1 day post infection
(dpi) and 4 dpi. Bar = 250 µm. (d) MYXV productively infects pancreatic cancer cells. Cells were infected with vMyx-GFP at MOI 0.1, collected at
the indicated time points and lysed to determine viral titers. Titers for each sample were performed in triplicate and error bars shown are the mean
plus/minus one standard deviation (mean ± SD). (e) MYXV infects pancreatic cancer tumors in vivo. Pan02 (top panels) and Hs766T (lower panels)
derived subcutaneous tumors were injected IT with vMyx-tdTr and analyzed for expression of viral reporter genes. Pan02 tumors were excised 3 dpi
and analyzed for tdTr expression by direct fluorescence. DAPI was used as a contrast stain. Bar = 200 µm. Hs766T were excised 7 dpi and analyzed
for the presence of virus by immunostaining for GFP. Bar = 100 µm. GFP, green fluorescent protein; MOI, multiplicity of infection; MYXV, Myxoma
virus; p.i., post infection; RFP, red fluorescent protein; tdTr, tandem dimer tomato red fluorescent protein.

live cells by MTT assays (Figure 3b,c) were used to determine
if combination treatment with MYXV could further reduce the
percent of viable cells. For the gemcitabine sensitive Pan02 cells,
two suboptimal concentrations of gemcitabine 1 and 10 nmol/l
were used. At these concentrations of drug ~80% and 55% of the
cells are still alive by MTT assays (Figure 3b,c) and therefore any
further reduction in viability caused by MYXV-driven oncolysis
would be detected.
Molecular Therapy vol. 20 no. 4 apr. 2012

Figure 3c shows that Hs766T cells (left panel) treated with
the sequential treatment in which drug was administered first
(G+V) dramatically decreased the viability (<10%) of these cells
at both 10 μmol/l and 100 μmol/l compared to single treatments
(~50–60% for gemcitabine and 60% for MYXV single therapies)
(Figures 3c and 2b). By contrast the V+G treatment did not show
this robust decrease in cell viability even at the highest concentration of the drug (Figure 3c). These results suggest that treatment
761
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Figure 2 MYXV infection reduces the viability of pancreatic cancer cells. (a) Colony forming assays. Pancreatic cancer cells were infected with
vMyx-GFP at MOI 10 or mock infected. Twenty-four hours p.i. cells were re-seeded in 10 cm dishes and 2 weeks later colonies were stained using
crystal violet. (b) MTT assays. Pancreatic cancer cells were infected with vMyx-GFP at MOI 10 and analyzed for cell viability 72 hours p.i. MTT assays
were performed in triplicate and error bars shown are the mean plus/minus one standard deviation (mean ± SD). GFP, green fluorescent protein; MOI,
multiplicity of infection; MYXV, Myxoma virus; p.i., post infection.

of gemcitabine resistant tumors with drug followed by MYXV
may provide a therapeutic benefit in vivo.
The same regimens were also tested in the Pan02 drug-sensitive
cell line (Figure 3c, right panel). For this cell line the treatment
combination in which MYXV was administered before drug
treatment (V+G) induced a dramatic decrease in cell viability
even at the lowest concentration of drug (1 nmol/l). At this concentration, less than 20% of the cells treated with the V+G regimen were viable compared to single treatments (80% and 40% for
gemcitabine and MYXV single therapies, respectively) (Figures
3c and 2b). On the other hand, the administration of suboptimal doses of drug first followed by MYXV infection (G+V) failed
to increase the oncolysis of these cells compared to gemcitabine
alone (Figure 3c).
Taken together, these results showed that MYXV can be successfully combined with gemcitabine in vitro to increase oncolysis, in two different cell lines (Pan02 and Hs766T), which vary
in their sensitivity to gemcitabine as well as in their permissiveness to MYXV infection. In addition, the susceptibility of these
cells to oncolysis with the combination treatments tested varied
depending on the order in which the treatments were sequentially
administered. This suggests that the optimal order of treatment
administration is cell type dependent.

MYXV treatment reduces the tumor burden of
xenografted mice bearing intraperitoneal human
tumors and prolongs survival
The efficacy of MYXV oncolysis was tested in an intraperitoneal
dissemination (IPD) model using Hs766T cells expressing firefly
luciferase in NOD/SCID mice to determine if MYXV could provide therapeutic benefits in the case of gemcitabine resistant pancreatic tumors. Using this model, the effect of MYXV treatment
on tumor burden was determined (Figure 4). After initial tumor
burden detection in the IP cavity, virus treatment was started and
tumor progression was monitored in mice utilizing bioluminescence imaging (Figure 4a). In this model, the tumor burden (as a
measure of radiance) was significantly less in MYXV-treated mice
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compared to untreated mice starting at 35 days after cell engraftment (Figure 4a,b).
Furthermore, to determine if this reduction in tumor growth
would result in prolonged survival of mice, the survival curves
of Hs766T-engrafted NOD/SCID mice treated with MYXV as a
single therapy were compared to those of mock and gemcitabine
only treated cohorts. In this Hs766T xenografted immunodeficient model, gemcitabine therapy (at the doses given in this study)
did not significantly improve the survival of mice when compared
to mock treated mice (P = 0.4092) (Figure 5a), in agreement with
the gemcitabine resistance of this cell line in vitro (Figure 3a). In
contrast, treatment with MYXV as a single therapy in this same
model resulted in a significant prolongation of survival compared
to mock treatment (P = 0.0306), with a median survival of 75 days
compared to 57 days for the mock treatment (Figure 5a). However,
no long-term survivors were observed in this xenograft model.
When Hs766T tumors from mice treated with vMyx-tdTr
were excised at end point, no MYXV replication (as evidenced
by tdTr fluorescence) was observed (data not shown). This suggests that MYXV infection within the tumors is transient and/or
that the input virus delivered into the IP cavity did not reach all
the tumors. Thus, the effect of MYXV treatment in this model
may be hampered by a lack of complete intra- or inter-tumoral
viral spread resulting only in transient replication of MYXV in
some but not all of the tumors. However, despite these limitations,
MYXV monotherapy in this immunodeficient model significantly
prolonged the survival of mice when compared to both mock and
gemcitabine only treated cohorts.

MYXV treatment of syngeneic, immunocompetent
mice bearing intraperitoneal murine tumors results
in long-term survivors
To determine the oncolytic efficacy of MYXV in the presence of
an intact immune system, C57Bl6 mice were engrafted with Pan02
cells and treated with MYXV or gemcitabine as single therapies
and their survival was compared to mock treated mice. Despite
the high gemcitabine sensitivity of Pan02 cells observed in vitro
www.moleculartherapy.org vol. 20 no. 4 apr. 2012
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Figure 3 Effects of gemcitabine on MYXV replication and oncolysis. (a) Hs766T cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of gemcitabine for
24 hours or left untreated and then infected with vMyx-GFP at MOI 10 in the presence of drug for 24 hours. Infected GFP-expressing cells were detected
by direct fluorescence 24 hours p.i. Bar = 250 µm. (b) Gemcitabine sensitivity of pancreatic cancer cells. Hs766T cells and Pan02 cells treated with gemcitabine were analyzed for cell viability by MTT assays. MTT assays were performed in triplicate. (c) MYXV in combination with gemcitabine treatment
enhances oncolysis. Hs766T cells or Pan02 cells were treated as indicated: Gemcitabine treatment followed by virus infection (G+V); virus infection followed by gemcitabine treatment (V+G); gemcitabine only (G). MTT assays were performed in duplicate or triplicate. Error bars for all MTT assays represent
the mean plus/minus one standard deviation (mean ± SD). MOI, multiplicity of infection; MYXV, Myxoma virus; p.i., post infection.

(Figure 3b), mice treated with gemcitabine failed to survive significantly longer than mock treated mice. A tendency towards lower
survival times were noted in this group when compared to mock
treated mice, but this tendency did not reach statistical significance
(P < 0.062) compared to mock treated cohorts. This tendency in
survival was not due to toxicity of the drug since: (i) all deaths in
this cohort were related to tumor burden and/or the formation of
severe ascites; and (ii) two other cohorts (G+V and V+G cohorts)
also received the same number of doses at the same concentration
and did not exhibit this tendency.
In contrast to gemcitabine single therapy, MYXV monotherapy in this model significantly prolonged the survival of mice
compared to mock treatment (P = 0.0334) despite the presence
of an intact immune system (Figure 5b). At the end point of
this study (i.e., 55 days after engraftment of cells), 60% of mice
treated with MYXV were still alive, showed no overt clinical signs
of tumor burden and were considered long-term survivors. The
results from these two animal models showed that even in the
Molecular Therapy vol. 20 no. 4 apr. 2012

presence of an intact immune response, MYXV treatment alone
provided a better therapeutic benefit than gemcitabine and that
this survival benefit is observed regardless of the predicted in vitro
gemcitabine sensitivity of the cell lines used to generate the tumors
(Figures 3b and 5b).
Furthermore, these results also suggested that MYXV therapy was most effective in the presence of an intact immune
response. To determine the contribution of the presence of an
intact immune system on the efficacy of MYXV oncolysis, MYXV
therapy was also tested in a Pan02-NOD/SCID model in which
the same Pan02 cells were engrafted in immunodeficient NOD/
SCID mice (Supplementary Figure S1). In this immunodeficient
model, even though MYXV therapy was still able to prolong survival no long-term survivors were observed as was the case in the
immunocompetent model. This suggests that an intact immune
response is a critical factor involved in the increased survival benefit observed after MYXV therapy in immunocompetent tumor
bearing mice.
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Figure 4 MYXV reduces the tumor burden in vivo. (a) NOD/SCID mice engrafted with intraperitoneal Hs766T-FFluc tumors were treated with four
doses of 108 ffu of vMyx-tdTr intraperitoneally starting at 6 days post engraftment (dpe) of cells or left untreated. Tumor burden was monitored
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Figure 5 MYXV prolongs survival of mice engrafted with intraperitoneal tumors. (a) NOD/SCID mice engrafted with intraperitoneal Hs766TFFluc tumors were divided into four treatment groups: MYXV-treated (virus) cohort received 5–6 doses of 108 ffu; gemcitabine-treated mice (G)
received four doses of 50 mg/kg of gemcitabine; the combination treatment cohort received gemcitabine followed by virus (G+V); mock treated mice
received PBS. (b) C57Bl6 mice engrafted with intraperitoneal Pan02-FFluc tumors were treated with PBS (mock), MYXV only (virus), gemcitabine
only (G) or with combination treatments involving gemcitabine followed by virus (G+V) or virus followed by gemcitabine (V+G). All treatments were
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MYXV in combination with gemcitabine enhanced
the survival of mice compared to single treatments
with drug or virus
MYXV therapy was combined sequentially with gemcitabine chemotherapy and these combination therapies were then compared
764

to the single agent therapies in both Hs766T and Pan02 IPD
models.
One regimen which consisted in the administration of MYXV
after gemcitabine treatment (G+V) was tested in the human
Hs766T IPD model to determine if the increase in oncolysis
www.moleculartherapy.org vol. 20 no. 4 apr. 2012
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with this treatment observed in vitro (Figure 3c) could result
in increased survival in an Hs766T IPD model. When the G+V
treatment was administered in this model, mice survived significantly longer compared to mock treatment (P = 0.0068) and to
MYXV (P = 0.0373) and gemcitabine (P = 0.0480) single treatments (Figure 5a). With this model, in the absence of a host adaptive immune response, the G+V combination treatment resulted
in an increase in long term survivors (~30%) when compared to
mock treated and single treatment groups (under 10%). These
results are in agreement with the oncolysis observed in vitro and
suggest that MYXV given after gemcitabine chemotherapy may
provide a therapeutic benefit in cases where chemotherapy has
failed and drug-resistant tumors develop in immune compromised patients.
The syngeneic Pan02 IPD model was used to compare two
drug-virus combination regimens that differed in the time of
administration of virus to determine if this is an important factor affecting the efficacy of gemcitabine and MYXV combination therapy in vivo. As observed in vitro (Figure 3c), the G+V
combination treatment in this model failed to improve survival of
mice (Figure 5b). This may be explained by the inhibitory effect
of gemcitabine on MYXV replication or on a timing effect since in
this cohort, virus was administered at later time points when the
tumor burden was considerably higher than in the MYXV-only
group. In contrast, using this same syngeneic model, combination treatment in which MYXV was administered first followed
by gemcitabine (V+G) resulted in 100% of mice presenting as
long-term survivors (Figure 5b). This dramatic increase in survival was statistically significant when compared across all treatment groups (P < 0.0001 when compared to mock, gemcitabine
only or G+V groups; and P = 0.0293 when compared to virus-only
treatment) and is also in agreement with the increased oncolysis
observed for this treatment in Pan02 cell in vitro (Figure 3c).
In contrast, when this regimen was tested in the immunodeficient Pan02-NOD/SCID model, this sequential treatment failed
to provide an enhanced survival compared to MYXV only treated
mice (Supplementary Figure S1). Thus the V+G regimen was
able to increase the rate of long term survivors compared to
MYXV monotherapy only in immunocompetent mice bearing
Pan02-derived tumors but not in immunodeficient mice bearing
tumors derived from the same Pan02 cells. Taken together, these
results suggest that an intact immune response is required for the
observed enhancement of survival conferred by the V+G treatment in immunocompetent mice.

Discussion
We report for the first time that MYXV is an effective OV with
significant therapeutic activity in immunodeficient and immunocompetent pancreatic cancer models of late stage intraperitoneal
disseminated (IPD) disease. MYXV monotherapy provided benefits in both models but produced more dramatic therapeutic
effects in the immunocompetent Pan02 animal model. Several
factors may have contributed to this difference in efficacy. In vitro,
MYXV replicated to higher titers in murine Pan02 cells compared
to human Hs766T cells, which may account in part for the differences in MYXV oncolysis in vivo. But perhaps more importantly,
an intact host immune system in the syngeneic Pan02 model likely
Molecular Therapy vol. 20 no. 4 apr. 2012
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played a key role in enhancing the overall antitumor effects during
virotherapy. The failure of MYXV treatment to provide long term
survival in an immunodeficient model compared to 60% longterm survival in an immunocompetent model engrafted with
the same Pan02 cell line supports this conclusion (Figure 5b and
Supplementary Figure S1). Antiviral immune responses during
oncolytic virotherapy have usually been considered a disadvantage, particularly if it restricts the effective lifetime of the virus in
the tumor beds. MYXV treatment has been previously shown to
induce an early antiviral response that appears to restrict active viral
replication in tumors to within the first week of virus injection
in immunocompetent murine melanoma and racine glioma.22,26
The use of immunosuppressive drugs, such as cyclophosphamide
and rapamycin, has been evaluated in many models and for many
OVs, including MYXV, in an attempt to suppress the immune
responses to the virus and enhance the inter- and/or intra-tumoral
replication and spread of the virus.22,33–35
On the other hand, even though an active immune response
may restrict the time window of MYXV replication in tumors, it
may also produce a beneficial long lasting antitumoral immune
response. A potential antitumor immune response, stimulated by
MYXV replication within tumors, may provide long-term oncolysis of tumor cells even after MYXV infection is cleared from them.
In the Hs766T xenograft model, no long-term survivors were
observed following MYXV monotherapy suggesting again that an
enhanced immune response against the tumor generated during
MYXV virotherapy is likely responsible for the improvement in
survival observed in the syngeneic Pan02 model.
Furthermore, a comparison between MYXV versus gemcitabine as monotherapies in both Hs766T and Pan02 IPD models
tested showed that MYXV treatment provided a more potent therapeutic benefit than gemcitabine treatment (at the dose used in this
study). Even in the Pan02 model, established with cells shown to be
relatively sensitive to gemcitabine in cell culture, the gemcitabinealone cohort failed to demonstrate a therapeutic benefit. The dose
of gemcitabine used in this study was approximately half of the
maximal tolerated dose for mice. It is possible that in the models
tested this dose resulted in a suboptimal concentration of drug that
was not effective in prolonging survival or that some characteristics of tumor sensitivity or tumor accessibility to the drug in vivo
are not reproduced in cell culture resulting in a poor correlation
between in vitro and in vivo drug sensitivities. Nevertheless, these
results warrant the further optimization of gemcitabine and MYXV
doses that may results in the maximal therapeutic effects.
Since gemcitabine is considered the current standard of care
for pancreatic patients, the possibility of combining this chemotherapy with MYXV is of particular clinical interest. The inhibitory
effects on MYXV gene expression observed in gemcitabine-treated
cells in vitro was not unexpected, given that the drug is a nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA synthesis. Other OVs with double stranded DNA genomes such as herpersviruses36 and single
stranded DNA genomes such as rat parvovirus37 have also reported
inhibitory effects of gemcitabine on virus replication in vitro, but in
most cases they still provide synergistic interaction in animal models when used in combination therapies. To avoid these potentially
inhibitory effects, a sequential virus/drug treatment strategy was
used, similar to regimens proposed for parvoviruses.37
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In vitro and in vivo studies showed that MYXV and gemcitabine therapies can be combined sequentially to improve the overall survival of mice bearing IPD pancreatic tumors, but that the
timing of virus administration is cell type-dependent and critical
in order to maximize the therapeutic effects of this combination
therapy. For Hs766T cells the best oncolysis is achieved when
drug is administered first, while in Pa02 cells the best oncolysis is
achieved when virus is administered as first therapy. The different
responses to combination therapy with gemcitabine and MYXV
observed in this two cell lines may depend on specific factors such
as sensitivity to the drug, mechanism(s) of resistance and MYXV
permissiveness among other factors. However, the specific factor
and/or mechanisms involved in oncolysis driven by gemcitabine
and MYXV combination treatments remain to be determined.
In vivo, the sequential regimen in which MYXV was administered before gemcitabine (V+G) proved to be the most optimal
treatment in the Pan02 cell line generating 100% of long-term
survivors, but only in immunocompetent mice. To explain the
improved oncolytic effects observed in immunocompetent animals treated with MYXV followed by gemcitabine, we propose a
working model in which MYXV infection of tumors: (i) Triggers
an adaptive immune response to both viral and tumor antigens
and these antitumor immune responses continue the oncolytic
process started by the virus; and/or (ii) Sensitizes the cancer cells
to the cytotoxic effects of gemcitabine. However, further studies are
needed to determine if these proposed molecular mechanism(s)
are indeed responsible for the observed enhancement in MYXVbased oncolytic therapy as a single therapy or in combination with
gemcitabine in immonocompetent models.
The molecular basis for the susceptibility of pancreatic cancer
cells to MYXV remains to be determined. The presence of dysfunctional or deleted tumor suppressor genes such as Rb, ATM
and p53 contribute to the in vitro susceptibility of cancer cells to
MYXV.38 Akt signaling also regulates the cancer cell tropism of
MYXV and drugs that upregulate this pathway can enhance viral
replication and spread.23,27,39 The role of other signaling pathways,
in particular those that are commonly dysregulated in pancreatic cancer (such as Ras) and the use of MYXV in combination
with drugs that target these pathways would provide insights
into the molecular determinants of MYXV susceptibility within
pancreatic tumors in vivo. With further knowledge about these
determinants and with the ability to easily manipulate the MYXV
genome, second generation recombinant MYXVs can be engineered to improve the efficacy of MYXV in pancreatic cancer
models or to sensitize these cancers to the effects of chemotherapy. This would be particularly advantageous for the treatment of
gemcitabine resistant tumors. In conclusion, the results presented
show that sequential MYXV/gemcitabine strategies can dramatically improve the clearance of disseminated pancreatic cancer in
an immunocompetent host.

Materials and Methods
Cell lines. The human pancreatic cancer cell lines Panc-1, AsPC-1, BxPC3
and Hs766T were kindly provided by Dr Fong (Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center, New York, NY). The murine pancreatic cancer cell line
Pan02 was provided by Dr Scott (University of Florida, Gainesville, FL).
The monkey kidney cell line BSC40 was kindly provided by Dr Condit
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(University of Florida). Rabbit RK-13 cells were obtained from the
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, CCL-37). All
cells were grown at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Panc-1 cells were grown in Iscove’s
Modified Dulbecco’s Media (Gibco, Grand Island, NY). AsPC-1, BxPC-3
and Pan02 were grown in RPMI-1640 media (Gibco) while Hs766T,
RK-13 and BSC40 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Media
(Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY). All media were supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 2 mmol/l glutamine (Invitrogen) and 100 μg/ml
penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen).
Virus and drug treatments. The recombinant MYXV’s tagged with dif-

ferent fluorescent reporter genes used in this study have been described
elsewhere.40,41 Briefly, vMyx-GFP and vMyx-tdTr are MYXV constructs
expressing the enhanced GFP or the tandem dimer (td)-Tomato red fluorescent protein (tdTr), respectively, from an intergenic location (between
the M135 and M136 genes) under the control of a poxvirus early/late synthetic promoter. vMyx-RFP is a MYXV expressing the red fluorescent protein (RFP) under the control of a poxviral late (p11) promoter. Virus stocks
were grown and titered in BSC40 or BGMK cells as previously described.42
Virus stocks for animal studies were purified through a sucrose cushion
(36% sucrose in 10 mmol/l Tris-HCl pH 8) and resuspended in 10 mmol/l
Tris-HCl pH 8. Virus stocks for animal injections were diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) prior to injection. For viral growth curves,
cells were infected with MYXV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) 0.1 and
collected by trypsinization or scraping. Virions were released from the cells
by three freeze-thaw cycles and titered on BSC40 cells. Gemcitabine (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz CA) was resuspended at 40 mg/ml in PBS
and was further diluted in PBS for animal experiments or in growth media
for in vitro experiments.
Microscopy. Fluorescence images and bright field images were taken using

an inverted fluorescent Leica DMI 6000B microscope or with a Leica DM
2500 fluorescent upright microscope and Leica fluorescence imaging software packages.

Cell viability assays. For colony forming assays cells were infected
with MYXV at a MOI 10. At 24 hours p.i., cells were trypsinized and
1 × 104 cells were seeded in 10 cm plates and allowed to form colonies
for 2 weeks. Colonies were stained using crystal violet (0.02% in 20%
ethanol). MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide) assays (Promega, Madison, WI) were performed according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were infected with vMyx-GFP at
a MOI 10 or treated with gemcitabine and MTT assays were performed
72 hours p.i. To determine gemcitabine sensitivity, 1 μmol/l of drug was
used as the cut off concentration. Cell lines with greater than or equal
to 50% of viable cells at this concentration were considered resistant.
Consequently, cell lines with <50% of viable cells at this concentration
were considered sensitive. For cell viability assays involving combination
treatments with gemcitabine MTT assays were performed 6 days after
the start of treatments. For the G+V treatment cells were treated with
the indicated concentrations of gemcitabine for 72 hours, left 24 hours
in media without drug and then infected with vMyx-GFP at MOI 10.
For the V+G treatment, cells were first infected with virus for 72 hours
followed by gemcitabine treatment for 72 hours. For all MTT assays, the
values for infected and/or drug treated samples are reported as percent
of live cells compared to mock treated samples, which were considered
100% viable. MTT values reported are the average of duplicate or triplicate samples. Results reported for these assays are representative of at
least two independent experiments.
Flow cytometry. Cells infected with vMyx-GFP at MOI 0.1 were trypsinized,

collected at the indicated time points, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in
PBS and analyzed for enhanced GFP expression using a BD FACSCalibur;
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA.
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Development of firefly luciferase expressing cell lines. Human Hs766T
or murine Pan02 pancreatic cancer cells were co-transfected with
the pGL4.13[luc2/SV40] Vector (Promega) and the pcDNA3.1(+)
(Invitrogen) using lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Twenty-four hours after transfection, Hs766T
or Pan02 cells were split 1:10 and plated in the presence of 1 mg/ml or
0.5 mg/ml Geneticin (G418) (Invitrogen), respectively for 2–3 weeks.
Geneticin resistant colonies were then screened for the expression of firefly luciferase (FFluc) by addition of D-luciferin (Caliper Life Sciences)
diluted in PBS. Luciferase positive cell colonies were detected using a
Xenogen IVIS 200 Spectrum bioluminescence and fluorescence imager
(Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA). Selected clones were expanded
and used in animal studies.
Animal models. All animal experiments were done according to protocols

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Usage Committee at the
University of Florida.
Subcutaneous tumor models: Approximately 1 × 107 Hs766T cells were
injected subcutaneously into the right hind limb of 6–8-week-old female
nude mice (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA). When tumors
were palpable, 1 × 108 foci forming units (ffu) of vMyx-GFP were injected IT.
Seven days after virus injection, tumors were excised, fixed in 10% neutral
buffered formalin and paraffin embedded. Paraffin blocks were sectioned
for immunoperoxidase detection of GFP using 3,3’ Diaminobenzidine
(DAB) as chromogen (Biocare Medical) and hematoxylin as a counterstain.
Pan02 cells were used to establish subcutaneous tumors in 6-8 week old
female C57Bl6 mice (Charles River Laboratories) and injected IT with vMyxtdTr as described above. Pan02 tumors were excised 3 or 5 days after IT
injection of vMyx-tdTr, fixed in neutral buffered formalin and embedded
in OCT freezing medium (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA). OCT preserved
tumors were sectioned and visualized directly for tdTr fluorescence.
Intraperitoneal dissemination models: Approximately 5 × 106 Hs766T
or 1 × 107 Pan02 cells expressing firefly luciferase (Hs766T-FFLuc or
Pan02-FFLuc) were injected into the peritoneal cavity of 6–8 week-old
female. Hs766T-FFLuc cells were injected into NOD-SCID mice (Harlan
Laboratories, Tampa, FL) while Pan02-FFLuc cells were injected into
NOD-SCID and C57Bl6 mice. Five or six days after cell implantation,
engraftment of luciferase expressing cancer cells was determined by
bioluminescent imaging using the Xenogen Imaging System. Mice with
detectable luciferase expression in the IP cavity were then randomly
distributed into the various treatment cohorts. All treatment regimens
started 5–6 days after cell implantation. Virus treatments consisted of
four IP injections of 1 × 108 ffu of vMyx-tdTr diluted in PBS given once
every other day. Gemcitabine treatments consisted of four doses of 50 mg/
kg given IP once every three days. For MYXV followed by gemcitabine
(V+G), gemcitabine treatment was started 24 hours after the last virus
injection. When gemcitabine was administered before virus (G+V) a
“rest” period of 5–6 days was given before virus treatments were started.
For the Hs766T model the numbers of mice used were 17, 15, 10 and 9 for
mock, virus, gemcitabine and combination treatment G+V, respectively.
For the Pan02 model, 10 mice were used for each treatment group.
Bioluminescence imaging: Bioluminescent signals from tumors were
detected by IP administration of D-luciferin substrate (150 mg/kg). Five
minutes after substrate injection, mice were anesthetize using isofluorane
and imaged 15–20 minutes after injection of substrate using the IVIS 200
Xenogen imaging system. A luciferin kinetic curve was used to determine
the peak luciferase expression time for each tumor model. Data were
analyzed based on radiance (p/second/cm2/sr) emitted from the IP cavity
of each mice.
Statistical analysis. GraphPad Prism 5 statistical software (GraphPad

Software, La Jolla, CA) was used for statistical analyses. Survival curves
were generated by the Kaplan–Meier method and compared using the logrank test in which P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Molecular Therapy vol. 20 no. 4 apr. 2012
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All other reported P values were obtained using two-sided t-tests and were
considered to be statistically significant at P < 0.05.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Figure S1. Survival curves of immunodeficient mice engrafted with
Pan02 tumors.
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